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About This Game

Flight of the Icarus is a game where you play as a privateer who owns an airship that helps ferry goods from town to town in a
post-apocalyptic world where the skies are dominated by pirates and danger. Shoot down enemy aeroplanes with a variety of
deadly weaponry. Keep the ship from falling out the sky. Make sure the cargo reaches its destination. Made by 4 people in 6
months, Flight of the Icarus is the humble beginnings of the premier airship-to-airship combat game Guns of Icarus Online.

Key features:

Unlock the Fallen Hero Cap in Guns of Icarus Online when you purchase this game!

Frantic blend of turret shooting from the deck of your airship, with repair time management mechanics to keep the ship
afloat

18 Epic Levels & 8 Powerful Guns

4 Enemy Types (Duster, Gunship, and Pirate Ace aeroplanes, and Airship)
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Extra ‘Into the Breach’ Survival Mode

Time of Day & Weather Effects
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Title: Flight of the Icarus
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Muse Games
Publisher:
Muse Games
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This game's marketing shows multiplayer, I cannot find any way of accessing it if it exists. What is here is an airship that you
have to run across on your own repairing, where sometimes your repair progress resets randomly. When you aren't repairing the
airship, you are expected to find one of the six turrets on the airship and use it to shoot down the enemies attacking it.
Throughout the campaign you unlock weapons or armor based on your performance that you can take into later campaign levels.
There are four weapons, each with an upgraded version, that you can unlock up to six instances of to place in the six turret slots
on the airship. There is a gattling gun that does a lot of damage at close range, but little outside of that; a cannon that does
significant damage, but is slow firing with a slow projectile; the tesla gun that charges to fire a beam at whatever you are aiming
at, but has to reload after every shot and only does two cannon shells of damage; and rockets, which I never chose to unlock
before I beat the game. While the game is amusing, it is too simple with some irritating bugs that lead to it not really being
worth picking up, but it could be a decent diversion if it came free with something else as a look at what came before in Muse's
development history.. If you can get this game to run, it's quite a fascinating and dark experience with the right amount of tense
repairing and blowing things out of the sky. For the sale price, I definitely reccomend this game.. This is a single player game in
which you are on an airship being attacked by pirate planes. You have to man the guns, fend off the pirates, and carry out
repairs as needed. In between missions you can change your ship's loadout. You can earn better guns based on how well you did
on the previous mission.

You can sometimes choose which mission to take (some missions are identified as being more difficult than others), but overall
the game is short. I beat every mission in about three hours.

Also, the game does not have a definite ending, it just thrusts you into a Survival mode at the end of the campaign where you try
and live as long as possible against the pirates. I like my games to have a definite ending, so that was pretty disappointing.

I ran the game on Windows 7 64 bit and encountered no bugs. Graphics were probably good when the game first came out but
by 2017's standards they're just passable. The music track was short but synced well with the idea of fighting across a post-
apocalyptic wasteland.

This is not the best game ever, but it regularly goes on sale for 50 cents, and that's not bad for 3 hours worth of entertainment..
This game could be fun, but you get overwhelmed starting in the second mission. Also, there is no multiplayer which would've
made the second mission fun and achievable. First there are 2 or 3 airplanes, and then all of the sudden there are 30-40 airplanes
and you are all alone to die.. Ok, I'm gonna be brutally honest.

This game is bad. There I said it. I'm not gonna let my love of this game blind me to the point of obsession.

Why is it bad? Because it was obviously built by a team composing of 1-maybe 3 people using Unity, probably at a Game Jam
development event. And for that, I give the person(s) behind this all the props in the world. It was built, it was put on Steam and
it sold copies. That's more than a bum like me can ever hope for.

But I love this game. I love it for it's faults. Sure, there's some things in the campaign that I would have liked to have been
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different, but it is what it is, and I'll still play it.

I mean, this is a classic case of a developer putting out their first game.

Look through all of video game history. A lot of developers had TERRIBLE first games, but now they're AA or AAA
companies!

Don't sell this game short because it doesn't hold up to AA or AAA standard.

We literally have the birth of the Guns of Icarus series. That cannot be ignored as a massive step. And now Muse Games have
moved onto Guns of Icarus and CreaVures.

And sure, people will have bought this game after playing Guns of Icarus, which is probably a slap in the face if you compare
the two, but if you go into this game with blank or open mind, then you'll enjoy it for what it is and it'll make you appreicate
later games more thoroughly.

This rambled on a bit, but don't hate this game because it's bad. Love it because it's bad.. You will not enjoy this game, if you
want the good version get the online one.
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If you buy this game you get an exclusive hat for Guns of Icarus. That's the only reason why I recommend this game. The hat is
really fancy.

I have bought this title is on a -90% sale.. 3\/10
As much as I love the spiritual successor Guns of Icarus, this game is just s**t. It's buggy to all hell, the gameplay is repetitive
and boring, and there's no story. It's got the right idea but goes nowhere with it. I picked this up at $0.50, and even that felt like
too much for this unpolished lump of coal. It needs a lot more story, mechanics and variety before it's worth anyone's time, and
the team has given up on it, so strongly discourage you from buying it. I highly recommend the multiplayer sequel, however, so
go play that.. It seems like a good game but it stops working after the first level. Developers, please fix this.. Flight of the
Icarus... Is not the best game I have ever played.

After putting 2500+ hours into its successor, Guns of Icarus Online, I finally decided to try this game out, and I was pleasantly
surprised at how much I did enjoy looking at the origin of my favourite game.

It has a different ship layout, which I spent some time learning my way around, and dying the first few matches I played, but
eventually I figured out the way to crew this ship, managed to keep the planes at bay, and made my way on to the next map.
Eventually I came to a fork, and I chose to go north. It wasn't until later that I realised I had chosen to take the hardest possible
route, but I ended up surviving the whole way!

For me, it was a new and memorable experience built on many of the same concepts I love from, and set in the same universe
of, Guns of Icarus.

How much should you pay for this game? If you enjoy Guns of Icarus, and want to see its roots, this game is worth ~$3. If you
have no interest in the successor, I don't think this game will have much to offer you.. This is a single player game in which you
are on an airship being attacked by pirate planes. You have to man the guns, fend off the pirates, and carry out repairs as
needed. In between missions you can change your ship's loadout. You can earn better guns based on how well you did on the
previous mission.

You can sometimes choose which mission to take (some missions are identified as being more difficult than others), but overall
the game is short. I beat every mission in about three hours.

Also, the game does not have a definite ending, it just thrusts you into a Survival mode at the end of the campaign where you try
and live as long as possible against the pirates. I like my games to have a definite ending, so that was pretty disappointing.

I ran the game on Windows 7 64 bit and encountered no bugs. Graphics were probably good when the game first came out but
by 2017's standards they're just passable. The music track was short but synced well with the idea of fighting across a post-
apocalyptic wasteland.

This is not the best game ever, but it regularly goes on sale for 50 cents, and that's not bad for 3 hours worth of entertainment..
Multiplayer co-op removed. No point in getting it.. Ok, I'm gonna be brutally honest.

This game is bad. There I said it. I'm not gonna let my love of this game blind me to the point of obsession.

Why is it bad? Because it was obviously built by a team composing of 1-maybe 3 people using Unity, probably at a Game Jam
development event. And for that, I give the person(s) behind this all the props in the world. It was built, it was put on Steam and
it sold copies. That's more than a bum like me can ever hope for.

But I love this game. I love it for it's faults. Sure, there's some things in the campaign that I would have liked to have been
different, but it is what it is, and I'll still play it.

I mean, this is a classic case of a developer putting out their first game.

Look through all of video game history. A lot of developers had TERRIBLE first games, but now they're AA or AAA
companies!
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Don't sell this game short because it doesn't hold up to AA or AAA standard.

We literally have the birth of the Guns of Icarus series. That cannot be ignored as a massive step. And now Muse Games have
moved onto Guns of Icarus and CreaVures.

And sure, people will have bought this game after playing Guns of Icarus, which is probably a slap in the face if you compare
the two, but if you go into this game with blank or open mind, then you'll enjoy it for what it is and it'll make you appreicate
later games more thoroughly.

This rambled on a bit, but don't hate this game because it's bad. Love it because it's bad.
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